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detection | pulsars

Figure 3: Neutron star (NS) mass-radius diagram. The plot shows non-
rotating mass versus physical radius for several typical NS equations of state
(EOS)[25]. The horizontal bands show the observational constraint from our
J1614!2230 mass measurement of 1.97±0.04 M!, similar measurements for
two other millsecond pulsars[3, 26], and the range of observed masses for
double NS binaries[2]. Any EOS line that does not intersect the J1614!2230
band is ruled out by this measurement. In particular, most EOS curves in-
volving exotic matter, such as kaon condensates or hyperons, tend to predict
maximum NS masses well below 2.0 M!, and are therefore ruled out.
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Accretion releases ≈200 MeV per 
accreted nucleon; typical accretion 
rates are ~10-9 solar masses per year, 
giving L ~ 104 Lsun.
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X-ray bursts

How does the burning spread over the surface? How do 
multi-dimensional effects change the burst ashes? 
see Cavecchi et al. 2017, 2020; Eidan et al. 2020 

Can we do neutron star “meteorology”? 

Can we understand the spectra of X-ray bursts enough to 
constrain neutron star masses and radii? 
see Nättilä et al. 2016
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Figure 1. Light curve of models H and C. Breaks on the axis indicate a change in timescale. Only a small fraction of the simulated bursts after the superburst are
shown.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
Properties of Superbursts and Subsequent Bursts for Different

Atmosphere Compositions

Model C He H

Accretion composition 0.2 12C 0.98 4He 0.71 1H
(mass fractions) 0.8 56Fe 0.02 14N 0.27 4He

0.02 14N
Lpeak (1037 erg s!1) 8.7 8.8 9.3
Eshock br (1032 erg) 7.7 4.4 1.4
Lshock br (1039 erg s!1) 10 6.2 1.3
Precursor duration (s) 1.2 3.2 5.7
Eprecursor (1039 erg) 0.75 1.5 1.3
tminimum (s)a 20 25 42
tquench (days) 11.3 1.1
Posc (minutes)b 20 5.0
treturn (days)c 115 35

Notes.
a Time of minimum luminosity between precursor and peak.
b Period of oscillatory burning.
c Time when burst properties return to pre-superburst values.

the superburst, because it depends on the pressure at the bottom
of the carbon layer, which continues to increase at the same rate.
Moreover, at that time the initial phase of the carbon runaway
has already started.

An accretion rate of Ṁ = 5.25 " 10!9 M# yr!1 is used.
For an atmosphere of solar composition on a neutron star of
1.4 M# this corresponds to 30% of the Eddington-limited rate
ṀEdd = 1.75 " 10!8 M# yr!1.

The presented results are not corrected for the redshift due to
the neutron star’s gravity (see also Keek & Heger 2011). Our
Newtonian model has the same surface gravity as when general
relativity is taken into account for a star with the same mass and
a 11.2 km radius, which has a gravitational redshift of z = 0.26
(e.g., Woosley et al. 2004).

Based on the atmosphere composition, we refer to the
simulations as model “C,” “He,” and “H” (Table 1).

2.3. MINBAR Catalog of Observations

To derive observational constraints on the bursting behav-
ior of superbursters we employ version 0.51 of the Multi-
INstrument Burst ARchive (MINBAR; Keek et al. 2010; see
http://users.monash.edu.au/$dgallow/minbar for more details).
This catalog contains the results of the analysis of 4192 observed

type I X-ray bursts from 72 sources as well as 27,340 pointings
on 84 sources. The observations have been performed with the
Wide-Field Cameras (WFCs) on board the Beppo Satellite per
Astronomia X (BeppoSAX; Cornelisse et al. 2003) and the Pro-
portional Counter Array (PCA) on board the Rossi X-Ray Timing
Explorer (RXTE; Galloway et al. 2008). Both instruments are
sensitive in a similar energy range above 2 keV. Because of its
larger collecting area, the PCA is more sensitive to faint bursts
(e.g., Keek et al. 2010).

MINBAR comprises the largest collection of X-ray bursts
available, but we refer to the literature if more constraining
observations have been reported.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Hydrogen/Helium Atmosphere Models

Initially the accretion of carbon-rich material is simulated
to self-consistently build up a neutron star envelope close to
the ignition of a superburst. Approximately half a day before
the thermonuclear runaway of carbon burning sets in, the
accretion composition is changed. We create three different
models: one accreting solar composition (model H), one with
helium-rich material (model He), and for comparison one where
we retain the carbon-rich atmosphere (model C). From that
moment we follow both the carbon burning in the ocean and the
hydrogen/helium burning in the atmosphere. Several normal
X-ray bursts occur before the superburst (Figures 1 and 2).
During the superburst decay, hydrogen and helium burn stably:
bursts are quenched. Once the envelope has cooled sufficiently,
unstable burning resumes. At the transition, oscillatory burning
takes place (marginally stable burning). The first bursts after the
superburst are less energetic and have shorter recurrence times
than the bursts before the superburst. When the envelope cools
down further, the recurrence times become longer and the bursts
become as energetic as they were before the superburst. For the
models H and He we calculate over 900 bursts per model.

3.2. Superburst

The superburst occurs 1.28 years after the start of the simu-
lations, after accreting a column of y = 1.1 " 1012 g cm!2. Its
ignition is not in-phase with the occurrence of hydrogen/helium
bursts (Figures 1 and 2): flashes in the envelope do not trigger
the runaway carbon burning. The superburst occurs slightly ear-
lier in models H and He compared to C: 1.1 minutes for helium

3
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TABLE 2
CORE NEUTRINO EMISSION

Label Typea Prefactorb Comment

(erg cm−3 s−1)

a fast 1026 fast cooling

b slow 3! 1021 enhanced

c slow 1020 mURCA

d slow 1019 nn Bremsstrahlung

e slow 1017 suppressed

aFast and slow cooling laws are of the form Q! = Qf (Tc/109 K)6 and Q! =

Qs(Tc/109 K)8 respectively.
bEither Qs or Qf for slow or fast cooling, respectively.

FIG. 11.— The effect of core neutrino emissivity on superburst ignition
conditions at ṁ = 0.3 ṁEdd. We assume a disordered lattice in the crust,
and do not include Cooper pairing. The accreted composition is 20% 12C

(XC = 0.2) and 80% 56Fe by mass. From top to bottom, the temperature
profiles are for increasing core neutrino emissivity; the letters refer to Table
2. The long-dashed line shows the carbon ignition curve for XC = 0.2, and the
vertical dotted line indicates a column depth of 1012 g cm−2.

and a larger maximum temperature, but the results are simi-
lar and so we do not show them here. Cooper pair emission
was not considered by Brown (2004) and Cooper & Narayan
(2005); however we show here that it has a dramatic effect on
the crust temperature profile.
For the core neutrino emissivity, we consider the “fast”

and “slow” cooling laws Q! = Qf (Tc/109 K)6 and Q! =

Qs(Tc/109 K)8 (e.g. Yakovlev & Haensel 2003; Yakovlev &
Pethick 2004, Page et al. 2005). The “standard” slow cool-
ing by modified URCA processes has Qs ! 1020 erg cm−3 s−1.
However, if either the core protons or neutrons are super-
fluid, with very high values of Tc (" 109 K), then this pro-
cess is totally suppressed, leading to cooling by nucleon-
nucleon Bremsstrahlung (involving the non-superfluid com-
ponent). This process is roughly a factor of ten slower than
modified URCA, and so we take Qs ! 1019 erg cm−3 s−1 in
this case. If both protons and neutrons are strongly super-
fluid in the core, the neutrino emission will be supressed
further. To model this case, we assume that the core neu-
trino emission is suppressed by a further factor of 100, giving
Qs ! 1017 erg cm−3 s−1. However, in the more reasonable case

FIG. 12.— The effect of crust composition and conductivity on superburst
ignition conditions. Temperature profiles for superburst ignition models at
ṁ = 0.3 ṁEdd. We show two cases of core neutrino emissivity: slow cooling
with Qs = 10

19 erg cm−3 s−1 and fast cooling with Qf = 10
26 erg cm−3 s−1.

Solid lines are for a composition of 56Fe and a disordered lattice. Short-
dashed lines have a heavier composition (A = 106,Z = 46), and dot-dashed
lines are for a larger thermal conductivity (Q = 100). The long-dashed line
shows the carbon ignition curve for XC = 0.2, and the vertical dotted line
indicates a column depth of 1012 g cm−2.

that the neutron and/or proton Tc in the core are of the order
of 109 K there is intense neutrino emission from the Cooper
pair formation, resulting in an enhanced slow cooling rate
which we model by considering Qs ! 3# 1021 erg cm−3 s−1

(see, e.g., Figures 20 and 21 in Page et al. 2004). Finally, we
also consider a fast cooling rate with Qf ! 1026 erg cm−3 s−1

corresponding, e.g., to the direct Urca process. These mod-
els are summarized in Table 2. The core temperature Tc
can be estimated in each case. For slow cooling, we find

Tc $ 4.9# 108 K ( f
1/8
in /Q1/8s,20)

!

ṁ/ṁEdd
"1/8

and fast cooling

Tc $ 5.0# 107 K ( f
1/6
in /Q1/6f ,26)

!

ṁ/ṁEdd
"1/6

where fin is the

fraction of heat released in the crust that is conducted into the
core.
For the composition of the crust, we use the composition

calculated by either Haensel & Zdunik (1990) or Haensel &
Zdunik (2003). The difference between these two calcula-
tions is the nucleus assumed to be present at low densities, ei-
ther 56Fe (Haensel & Zdunik 1990), or a heavy nucleus 106Pd
(Z = 46) (Haensel & Zdunik 2003), as would be appropriate
if rp-process hydrogen burning is able to run to its endpoint
(Schatz et al. 2001). We calculate results for these two cases
to illustrate the variation expected from changes in composi-
tion. For the conductivity, we consider two cases. The first
is a “disordered” crust, for which we take the conductivity
to be that of a liquid phase, in the second case, we calculate
the contributions from phonons (Baiko & Yakovlev 1996) and
electron-impurity scattering (Itoh & Kohyama 1993), taking
the impurity parameterQ =100 (see Itoh &Kohyama 1993 for
a definition of the impurity parameter, written as %(!Z)2& in
their notation). Note that a crust with Q = 100 is very impure.
However, we do not consider smaller values of the impurity
parameter because as we will show they would not agree with
observed X-ray burst properties.

Therm
al Instability

crust neutrino emission, 
Schatz et al. 2014 
cf. Deibel et al. 2016

Cumming et al. 2006

How to produce sufficient 12C? 
Stevens et al. 2014 

What is the 12C+12C cross-section at 
low energies? 
Tumino et al. 2018; cf. Tan et al. 2019, 
Li et al. 2020 

How do we heat the ocean to 
ignition temperature? 
Cumming et al. 2006; Cooper et al. 
2009
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the nuclear physics inputs used here, and thus it does not affect
nuclear energy generation.

At !e!=!23.3MeV and S � q �2.9 10 g cm11 3, the destruc-
tion of 56Ca by electron capture occurs. However, this step
proceeds entirely differently owing to the rising signi!cance of
free neutrons (see Figure 3). These neutrons are released in the
second step of the two-step electron capture sequence, which
proceeds as 56Ca(EC)56K(EC, 2n)54Ar. The neutron separation
energy of 56Ar is suf!ciently low for most of the EC transitions
from 56K to proceed to neutron-unbound states, leading to the
emission of neutrons. The released neutrons are recaptured by
the most abundant nucleus, which is still 56Ca, leading to a
neutron capture sequence to 58Ca. The reaction path therefore
splits into two branches leading to 54Ar and 58Ca, respectively.
However, branchings between electron capture and neutron
capture at 57Ca and 56K divert some of the reaction "ow to
56Ar via 57Ca(EC)57K(EC, n)56Ar and 56K(n, ")57K(EC,
n)56Ar, respectively. The result is a three-nuclide composition,
dominated by 56Ar, but with admixtures of 58Ca and 54Ar at
about 0.2% mass fraction each.

This admixture is, however, short-lived, as at N �e
25.9 MeV and S � q �4.2 10 g cm11 3, 58Ca and 54Ar are
converted into 56Ar (Figure 4). The destruction of
58Ca proceeds via 58Ca(EC, 1n)57K(EC, 1n, 2n, 3n), resulting
in a range of Ar isotopes, which, together with the already-
existing 54Ar, are quickly transformed into 56Ar by neutron
capture. At this point, the crust is rather pure and mainly
composed of 56Ar.

At !e!=!31.6 MeV and S � q �7.8 10 g cm11 3, 56Ar is
destroyed by the !rst previously de!ned SEC (Gupta
et al. 2008; see also Figure 5). This reaction sequence occurs

when the neutron emission following an electron capture leads
to a nucleus with N�! !Q eEC , which therefore immediately
captures electrons again, and so on. In this particular case, an
SEC leading from 56Ar all the way to 40Mg is established. The
detailed reaction sequence is shown in Figure 5 and is
characterized by electron captures with the emission of mostly
four to !ve neutrons. The released neutrons are recaptured
by 56Ar, which is still the most abundant nuclide. This leads
again to a split of the reaction path into the SEC from 56Ar to
40Mg and a sequence of neutron captures from 56Ar to 62Ar. In
the initial phase of the SEC, there is a signi!cant abundance
buildup of 50S produced by neutron capture from the SEC path,
and to a lesser extent of 42Si. However, with only a slight rise
of !e, electron capture quickly destroys these isotopes, and they
are converted into 40Mg as well. The end result is a layer that
consists primarily of 62Ar (80% mass fraction) and 40Mg (20%
mass fraction). There is a small admixture of 59Cl (10!5 mass
fraction). The free neutron abundance is signi!cantly increased
to 4.8!!!10!5.

Figure 3. Integrated reaction "ows on the chart of nuclides for the initial
electron capture sequence on 56Fe down to a depth where S � q3.5

�10 g cm11 3 ( � q �y 3.6 10 g cm15 2). Rows are labeled on the left with charge
number Z, columns at the bottom with neutron number N. The isotope colors
indicate !nal abundances Y in mol g!1 at the end of the integration time period
(see legend). Abundances � �Ylog 4 are colored red; abundances � �Ylog 7
are uncolored. The thick black squares mark stable nuclei, the gray squares
neutron-unbound nuclei included in the network, and the medium thick vertical
lines the magic neutron numbers. Shown are "ows that lead to lower Z or higher N
(red lines) and "ows that lead to higher Z and lower N (blue lines). Thick lines
indicate "ows above 10!6!mol g!1, thin lines "ows between 10!8!mol g!1 and
10!6!mol g!1. The reaction path splits, leading to a multicomponent layer.

Figure 4. Integrated reaction "ows for initial 56Fe ashes from S � q3.6
�10 g cm11 3 ( � q �y 3.7 10 g cm15 2) to S � q �4.6 10 g cm11 3 ( � qy 5.0
�10 g cm15 2). See Figure 3 for details.

Figure 5. Integrated reaction "ows for initial 56Fe ashes from S � q7.0
�10 g cm11 3 ( � q �y 9.0 10 g cm15 2) to S � q �9.4 10 g cm11 3 ( � qy 1.2
�10 g cm16 2). See Figure 3 for details.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 859:62 (22pp), 2018 May 20 Lau et al.the other hand, the calculations with realistic burst ashes and a
full reaction network show remarkable similarity, despite the
signi!cant variations in initial compositions. Differences in the
thermal structure for different realistic burst ashes will therefore
predominantly arise from differences in Urca cooling, not from
differences in heating.

The much shallower onset of fusion reactions in the models
with realistic ashes, around S � � q �( )1.2 7.7 10 g cm11 3,
compared to S � q �1.1 10 g cm12 3 for pure 56Fe ashes,
contributes to an increased heat deposition at shallower depths.
This is due to two effects. First, lighter nuclei in the initial
composition tend to be converted more rapidly into the low-Z
species that can undergo fusion reactions. Second, the SEC
effect creates lighter nuclei earlier. Horowitz et al. (2008)
pointed out the potential importance of fusion of lighter nuclei
at shallower depths. Indeed, such reactions can deposit of
the order of ò!=!0.7–0.9 �MeV u 1 of heat (Horowitz et al.
2008), provided that they would make up 100% of the
composition. However, the mass fraction X of A!!!28 nuclei
in the initial composition is only 0.7%, 5%, and 1% for
superburst, KEPLER, and extreme burst ashes, respectively.
The associated heating òX is therefore rather small,
0.005–0.05 �MeV u 1, and comparable to electron capture
heating in the more abundant mass chains.

Despite these differences in the distribution of heat deposition,
the total heat deposited is remarkably similar for all our models,
at least down to a depth where S � q �1.6 10 g cm12 3. At that
depth, total heat deposition is �1.1 MeV u 1, �0.96 MeV u 1,

�0.88 MeV u 1, �1.2 MeV u 1, and �0.9 MeV u 1 for HZ08, pure
Fe ashes, extreme burst ashes, KEPLER burst ashes, and
superburst ashes, respectively. Note however, that the latter three
cases are lower limits, as some heat may be released in regions
with net cooling. Our results con!rm with a full reaction network
the robustness of heating (but not Urca cooling) with to initial
composition found in previous work using simpli!ed approaches
(Haensel & Zdunik 2008) or reaction networks without pycno-
nuclear fusion (Gupta et al. 2008).

4.3. Impurity

We are now in the position to predict the impurity parameter
� � � � § �( )Q Y Z Z Yi i i i iimp

2 with average charge number � §Z
and abundances Yi (excluding neutrons) as a function of depth.
Qimp is important as it determines the thermal conductivity of
the crust due to electron impurity scattering. Figure 24 shows
impurity parameters for the various initial compositions as a
function of density. The extreme X-ray burst ashes exhibit the
broadest range of isotopes and has the largest Qimp!!!80. The
rp-process in the more typical KEPLER burst produces much
fewer Z!=!30–46 nuclei, resulting in a lower initial Qimp!!!40.
Superbursts drive the composition into nuclear statistical
equilibrium, resulting in much less diverse ashes with a
much smaller initial Qimp!!!4. Down to a depth where
S � q �1 10 g cm10 3, Qimp stays rather constant. At greater
depth it begins to decrease substantially because heavier nuclei
tend to electron capture more, reducing their Z faster, and
because the early release of neutrons starts to eliminate
abundance in some mass chains. At S � q �1 10 g cm11 3,
the extreme burst ashes case shows a drastic reduction in Qimp,
bringing it in line with the KEPLER ashes. This is due to the
pycnonuclear fusion of oxygen produced via electron capture
from the relatively large initial 20Ne abundance. In addition,
compared to the KEPLER ashes, the extreme burst ashes have

relatively smaller initial abundances of 24Mg and 28Si, causing
a much larger impact on Qimp once lighter nuclei from the
abundance 20Ne start fusing. Between S � q �2 10 g cm11 3

and S � q �7 10 g cm11 3, light-element fusion and SEC
chains lead to a steady reduction in Qimp for all cases.
Interestingly, all initial compositions converge to a

comparable Qimp!=!7–11 between S � q �8 10 g cm11 3 and
S � q �1.3 10 g cm12 3 owing to shell effects that lock
abundance in different locations. This includes even the pure
56Fe ashes case, which turns into a multicomponent composi-
tion beyond neutron drip owing to the splitting of the reaction
path discussed in Section 3.1. However, beyond S � q1.5

�10 g cm12 3 material trapped at the N!=!50 spherical shell
closure is destroyed, all compositions but the extreme burst
ashes converge to a single nucleus, and Qimp drops to less than
1. This is in line with previous predictions (Jones 2005; Gupta
et al. 2008; Steiner 2012) that Qimp is reduced to a value near 1
when transitioning from the outer to the inner crust, though we
!nd that the transition is gradual and exhibits some variations.
The exception is the extreme burst ashes case, the only case
where material is also locked in at the N!=!82 spherical shell
closure owing to the heavy A!"!106 nuclei contained in the
ashes. In this case, the conversion of N!=!50 nuclei into lighter
species, together with the unchanged heavy N!=!82 nuclei,
leads to the opposite behavior, an increase of Qimp in the inner
crust to values of around 20.
Our theoretical predictions of Qimp can be compared with

constraints extracted from observed cooling curves of transi-
ently accreting neutron stars using crust cooling models. For
KS 1731-260, the most recent analysis by Merritt et al. (2016)
obtains � �

�Q 4.4imp 0.5
2.2, in agreement with earlier results from

Brown & Cumming (2009) (<4). For MXB 1659-29, Turlione
et al. (2015) !nd Qimp!=!3.3–4, in agreement with earlier
results from Brown & Cumming (2009). These results are also
in line with work by Page & Reddy (2013), who use models
with different Qimp values for the outer and the inner crust and
!nd Qimp!=!5 and 3 for KS 1731-260, Qimp!=!10 and 3 for
MXB 1659-29, and Qimp!=!20 and 4 for XTE J1701-462 for
the outer and inner crust, respectively. A signi!cantly higher
Qimp!=!40 has been found in an analysis of EXO 0748-676
(Degenaar et al. 2014). Turlione et al. (2015) obtain a good !t

Figure 24. Impurity parameter Qimp as a function of mass density for pure 56Fe
ashes (solid blue), extreme burst ashes (solid red), KEPLER burst ashes
(dashed red), and superburst ashes (dashed orange).
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in the burst ashes can exceed 10%, depending on the value of
the uncertain 15O(!, ") reaction rate.

The amount of A!!!102 nuclei produced in X-ray bursts is
still an open question. Schatz et al. (2001) used a one-zone
model with ignition conditions assuming low accreted
metallicity (Z!=!10!3) and a relatively high accretion rate
( �˙ ˙m m0.3 Edd with Eddington accretion rate � qṁ 8.8Edd
104 g cm!2 s!1) to explore the maximum possible extent of an
rp-process. They indeed !nd signi!cant production of A!!!102
nuclei in bursts that exhibit long "200!s tails. Woosley et al.
(2004) con!rmed this result with a multizone X-ray burst
model. Their model zM assumes similar system parameters,
and their !rst burst indeed produces more than 30% mass
fraction of A!=!104 with a light curve extending about
200–250 s before cooling exponentially. However, they also
!nd that subsequent bursts are in"uenced by the ashes from
previous bursts, resulting in a more moderate rp-process that
produces only negligible amounts of A!!!102 material and a
more rapidly cooling light curve. In contrast, José et al. (2010)
use a different model but similar system parameters and !nd
that while bursts after the !rst burst become somewhat shorter,
lasting about 200 s, they still do produce large amounts (>10%
mass fraction) of A!!!102 material.

Another important question is whether the shell effects for
nuclei near the neutron drip line predicted by the FRDM exist.
In particular, the production of N!=!82 nuclei is strongly
facilitated by the interplay of predicted masses and spherical-
shell-closure-induced shape changes of neutron-rich nuclei
around Z!=!38 and N!=!70–82. An increase in Sn with
increasing neutron number in this mass region leads to a jump
of the (n, ")–(", n) equilibrium nucleus to N!=!82. This is the
same effect that leads to an underproduction of nuclei below
A!=!130 in the rapid neutron capture process (Kratz
et al. 1993).

It has been pointed out that calculations based on some self-
consistent Hartree–Fock Bogolubov and relativistic mean !eld
models predict a weakening of the spherical shell gaps far from
stability (see, e.g., Sorlin & Porquet 2008; Afanasjev et al.
2015; Chen et al. 1995, in the context of the r-process).
Experimental evidence indeed indicates that the N!=!28
spherical shell closure disappears with decreasing Z because
strong deformation sets in already at sulfur (Z= 16) and silicon
(Z= 14) isotopes (Glasmacher et al. 1997; Bastin et al. 2007;
Meisel et al. 2015a). 40Mg, which plays a critical role in our
model, has been discovered experimentally (Baumann
et al. 2007). First nuclear structure studies con!rm the presence
of deformation (Crawford et al. 2014). However, this does not
necessarily mean that shell effects as de!ned in this work do
not occur. Indeed, the FRDM mass model predicts strong
deformation of 40Mg in agreement with experiments, but it also
predicts increased binding because of a large deformed N!=!28
single-particle energy level gap for the predicted oblate
deformation. Mass measurements of 40,41,42Mg that will
become possible at future rare isotope facilities will be needed
to con!rm the predicted trends in neutron separation energy.

For the relevant N!=!50 and N!=!82 nuclei 70Ca (N= 50)
and 116Se (N= 82) the FRDM predicts spherical shell closures.
However, these nuclei are currently out of experimental reach,
and neither has been observed in laboratory experiments. The
most proton-de!cient N!=!50 nucleus studied so far is 78Ni.
Measurements of #-decay half-lives of 78Ni and nearby
isotopes indicate strong spherical shell closures at Z!=!28

and N!=!50 (Xu et al. 2014). For N!=!82, recent studies of
128Pd indicate a robust spherical shell closure for Z!=!46
(Watanabe et al. 2013). This is in contrast to earlier work
that provided evidence for a weakening of the spherical shell
gap already at 130Cd (Dillmann et al. 2003). Shell model
calculations (Taprogge et al. 2014) and covariant density
functional theory (Afanasjev et al. 2015) predict a gradual
weakening of the N!=!82 spherical shell gap toward Z!=!40,
though the gap is predicted to remain signi!cant. This remains
to be con!rmed experimentally.

4.2. Heating and Cooling

Heating and cooling by nuclear reactions in the crust link the
nuclear processes identi!ed in this work with observables.
Figure 14 shows that the considerably different nuclear
processes obtained with a full reaction network and a realistic
initial multicomponent composition lead to differences in the
heating and cooling of the neutron star crust compared to
simpli!ed single-component equilibrium calculations (Haensel
& Zdunik 2008). In particular, for all types of realistic burst
ashes, Urca cooling is signi!cant at the 0.5!GK temperature
investigated here and would likely lead to a cooler crust in a
self-consistent model. As expected, the location and strength of
Urca cooling depend sensitively on the initial composition.
There are also signi!cant differences in heating between the

models. This is shown in Figure 23, where we only integrate
over segments of positive slope in Figure 14. This provides a
lower limit of the heating, as we neglect any heating during a
cooling episode. On one hand, all our calculations with a full
reaction network show signi!cantly more heating at shallower
depths than the Haensel & Zdunik (2008, hereafter HZ08)
estimate. At around S � q �1.3 10 g cm12 3, the integrated
difference has accumulated to about �0.5 MeV u 1 (though this
is a lower limit). This is in part due to our inclusion of
transitions into excited states in the !rst step of the two-step
electron capture sequences in even-A chains. These transitions
not only reduce neutrino emission (as considered in HZ08) but
also increase the electron capture energy thresholds and thus
the total energy release in the sequence (Gupta et al. 2007). On

Figure 23. Integrated nuclear energy release during episodes with heat
deposition as a function of mass density for pure 56Fe ashes (solid blue),
extreme burst ashes (solid red), KEPLER burst ashes (dashed red), and
superburst ashes (solid orange). Any heating during cooling episodes is not
included. The nuclear energy release obtained by Haensel & Zdunik (2008) for
pure 56Fe ashes is shown for comparison (dashed blue).
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Much of the outer crust is accessible with FRIB
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Transient neutron stars in quiescence
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𝝉 ~ 102 d: low specific heat (n pairing); 
high thermal conductivity (pure 
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Effect of shallow heating
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The deep crust

What is the source of the shallow heating? How much does it vary? Degenaar et al. 
2019 

At what point does the composition relax to its ground state? 

How does diffusion of superfluid neutrons change the heating and composition? 
Gusakov & Chuganov 2020  

Can we find an unambiguous signature of pasta? 
see Deibel et al. 2017 

What will further observations of transients reveal about the core specific heat and 
neutrino emissivity? 
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Update: Cooling of  MXB1659-29 
following outburst ending 2017A. S. Parikh et al.: NS crust cooling in MXB 1659�29

Fig. 1: The bolometric flux (0.01–100 keV) curves for outbursts I
and II are shown in the upper and lower panels, respectively. The
zero points correspond to MJD 51265 for outburst I and MJD
57256 for outburst II. The vertical grey dotted lines indicate the
time of the end of the respective outbursts (MJD 52162 and MJD
57809.7, respectively). For outburst I, the ASM data is shown in
blue and the PCA data near the end of the outburst (including the
upper limit indicated by the downward facing triangle) is shown
in magenta. For outburst II, the MAXI and XRT data are shown
by open and filled black circles, respectively. The vertical red ar-
rows in the lower panel indicate the times of the observations of
the source in quiescence after the end of outburst II (see Section
2.2 and Table 1, for details).

Table 5 of Plucinsky et al. (2017, CXRT = 0.872, Cpn = 0.904,
CMOS1 = 0.983, CMOS2 = 1, and CChandra = 1). No additional
non-thermal component was needed to fit the spectra. All er-
rors are stated for the 90 per cent confidence level and all the
measured e↵ective temperatures are in terms of the e↵ective sur-
face temperature that would be seen by an observer at infinity10

(kT
1
e↵ ).
The best-fit NH was NH = (3.4±0.2)⇥1021 cm�2. The NH was

fixed to this value before calculating the errors on the kT
1
e↵ to ob-

tain a more constraining result (for justification of this see, e.g.,
Wijnands et al. 2004; Homan et al. 2014; Parikh & Wijnands
2017). The results of the spectral fitting are shown in Table 1
and the kT

1
e↵ evolution of the cooling crust is shown in Figure 2

2.3. Modelling the kT
1
e↵ evolution

We model the kT
1
e↵ evolution of MXB 1659�29 after both

outbursts I and II using the crust heating and cooling code
NSCool (Page 2016). We account for the accretion rate variabil-
ity during the outbursts in our model by using the observed vari-
ability in the bolometric flux (Fbol, 0.01–100 keV; Ootes et al.
2016, our code also allows for multiple outburst to be followed
in this way; see Parikh et al. 2017a and Ootes et al. 2018 for de-
tails). To obtain this Fbol, we use the light curves (see Section
2.1, for details) from various instruments and determine appro-
priate count rate to Fbol conversion factors. For outburst I, we
use the 2–10 keV RXTE/ASM light curve and the more sensitive

10
kT
1
e↵ = kTe↵/(1 + z), where (1 + z) is the gravitational redshift factor.

For MNS = 1.6 M� and RNS = 12 km, (1 + z) = 1.29.

Fig. 2: The kT
1
e↵ evolution of MXB 1659�29 after outbursts I and

II is shown by the black and green points, respectively. We have
modelled this observed evolution with the crust heating and cool-
ing code NSCool . The modelled cooling curves after outbursts I
and II are shown in blue and red, respectively. Model A (shown
by the solid lines) indicates the fit when all the parameters were
free to vary. Model B (shown by the dotted lines) assumes that
ylight after both the outbursts is the same and, therefore, that the
crust returns to the same observed base level. It should be noted
that Models A and B have parameters that are consistent with
one another within their error bands. This is shown in Figure 3
and Table 2.

2–10 keV RXTE/PCA observations near the end of the outburst.
For outburst II, we use the 2–10 keV MAXI/GSC light curve as
well as the 0.5–10 keV Swift/XRT data.

Recently Iaria et al. (2018b) reported the Fbol of MXB
1659�29 during high- and low-flux states during outburst II.
They also showed that the source likely exhibited the same high-
flux state (observed during outburst II) during outburst I as well
(MJD 51961 and MJD 57499, respectively; see their Section
2.4). Since the source exhibits the high-flux state during most
of both the outbursts we have only used the high-flux Fbol in de-
termining our conversion factors for both outbursts I and II. The
reported unabsorbed high-flux Fbol is 2.2 ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1.
This Fbol has been corrected for all bursts, eclipses and dipping
behaviour and is representative of the persistent emission of the
source during the high-flux state.

The count rate to Fbol conversion factor for the ASM, MAXI,
and Swift have been determined using the count rate during the
observation performed closest in time to the data from which
Iaria et al. (2018b) obtained the Fbol. We ensure that the count
rate corresponding to this observation is representative of the
persistent emission from the source (and does not experience
any bursts, eclipses, or dipping behaviour). The count rate to
Fbol conversion factors for the various instruments are: CASM
= 1.0⇥10�9 erg cm�2 counts�1, CMAXI = 2.6⇥10�8 erg cm�2

counts�1 and CSwift = 1.4⇥10�10 erg cm�2 counts�1. A similar
factor could not be determined for the PCA data near the end of
outburst I since these data were not coincident with the time of
the Fbol reported during this outburst. Instead, we used a correc-
tion factor of 2 (in’t Zand et al. 2007) to convert the 2–10 keV
flux to the Fbol. These Fbol curves are shown in Figure 1. The
upper panel shows outburst I with the 4-day binned and error fil-
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Suppose core cools completely between 
outbursts and neutrino cooling is off
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must be larger than 
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For KS 1731-260, ≈ 6 ×1043 ergs deposited into the core



There is sufficient heating during 
outburst to change Tcore significantly
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Minimum specific heat for KS 1731–260
Cumming et al. 2017



Measured temperature is incompatible 
with a quark CFL phase throughout core
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At the other limit, suppose the core temperature 
saturates because of neutrino emission:
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Maximum neutrino luminosity for KS 
1731–260

Cumming et al. 2017



The general case

mUrca

Tc for KS1731–260
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Phase diagram for KS 1731–260
Cumming et al. 2017



MXB 1659-29: 3 outbursts since 1978 (it just finished 
an outburst and is back in quiescence again)

Thermal time of core (at aver-
age cooling luminosity L � 4 �
1034 erg s�1) is

� � 660 yr
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Low core temperature implies strong 
neutrino cooling,

Brown et al. 2018, PRL 
arXiv: 1801.00041



Phase diagram for MXB 1659-29
Lν consistent with 

direct Urca over ≈1% 
of core


